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Abstract: 

Egypt, and more specifically Cairo, is often lauded as the cultural and intellectual center of 
the Arabic-speaking world, with Egypt’s press and book culture being credited with the 
shaping of media in the Arabic-speaking world. As important it may be, however, a closer 
look at Egypt’s press during the first two decades of its production indicates that Egypt 
might have been less central to early Arabic newspaper production than we think. This 
paper argues that the majority of Egypt’s newspapers during the 1870s and 1880s –the 
second decade of consistent newspaper production in Arabic– were meant purely for a local 
audience. The market for Arabic-language newspapers tackling global news was already 
saturated with popular newspapers from Istanbul and Beirut reaching high circulation by the 
mid-1860s. However, Egypt was producing its own newspapers in high numbers: these were 
local papers which focused largely on agriculture and local news – mostly sourced from local 
correspondents and police reports – relevant to the Delta and Cairo, in addition to religious 
knowledge; some articles pertaining to world news were included on occasion, partly due to 
the Reuters office in the Delta itself. Regarding the focus on religion, from the 1880s 
onwards, this largely covers adab and akhlaq (moral behavior and ethics) and can be 
understood as a response to shifts in local power, notably the ‘Urabi revolt. The turn to a 
wider audience only came about in the 1890s, with shifts in Cairene demographics and in 
Ottoman politics. 

This paper intends to shift the conversation on the content of Egyptian newspapers and 
challenge assumptions about the infrastructure of the Egyptian press and the Arabic-
language press generally: as opposed to a simplistic nahda narrative, it incorporates 
different modes of thought – economic, rumor, and religious – to tell a story of a newspaper 
industry that was inherently local. Indirectly, it questions whether or not Egyptian 
newspaper publishing beyond the 1890s was shaped by this largely local approach to 
newspaper publishing. It also attempts–not to discount the importance of Egypt’s role in the 
intellectual and cultural history of the Arabic-speaking world– to re-evaluate it and assert 
Egypt’s relevance intellectually and culturally to those inhabiting Egypt itself. 
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